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Abstract

Despite the recent research efforts on Peer-to-Peer net-
works modeling and performance evaluation, very few lit-
erature results have appeared on what concerns the effect
of network characteristics on the overlay peer-to-peer ser-
vices. Goal of this paper is to contribute in assessing the ef-
fect of different access link capacities on performance of a
Peer-to-Peer file sharing system. In order to make the prob-
lem tractable, an analytical model referring to a simplified
network model with access links belonging to two different
capacity classes is developed. Our preliminary results seem
to imply that, depending on evaluation metrics, bandwidth
heterogeneity can have a positive effect on content propa-
gation among peers.

1. Introduction

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm has recently emerged as
new and fundamental model for distributed networked ser-
vices and applications. P2P overlays have been deployed
in many different application areas, such as distributed grid
computing [2], storage [3], web cache [4], service directory
[5, 6, 7]. But file sharing networks are perhaps the most pop-
ular P2P application: many different P2P file sharing sys-
tems, such as Gnutella, Kazaa, eDonkey, BitTorrent, exist
and collect million of users everywhere in the world. So it’s
not casual that the dominant traffic type observed by Inter-
net Service Providers (ISPs) is associated with P2P file shar-
ing applications, as SD-NAP trace [1] reveals.

Most of P2P research on file sharing systems, perhaps
the most popular P2P application, has so far emphasized
system design and traffic measurement. Only a few works
have tried to quantitatively evaluate performance by math-
ematical models. The work in [13] is maybe the first one

to propose a mathematical abstraction for P2P systems: a
general P2P file sharing system is modelled by means of
a multiple class closed queueing network and the depen-
dence of stationary performance on parameters like peer re-
quest rate and peer number in the system is analyzed. In
[14], a branching process and a simple Markovian model are
used to study service capacity of BitTorrent-like file shar-
ing systems respectively in transient regime and in steady
state regime. Our paper follows such research direction too.
In particular it aims to study the effect of capacity hetero-
geneity on P2P file sharing.

Extensive measurement studies [8, 9, 10] have been per-
formed on P2P file sharing systems and have highlighted a
significant amount of heterogeneity in P2P infrastructure: as
it is well documented in [10], bandwidth, latency, availabil-
ity and degree of shared contents can vary from three to five
orders of magnitude across the peers in Gnutella and Nap-
ster networks. As regards peer bandwidth, in [10] Saroiu et
al. have reported that it is possible to distinguish between
two different kinds of heterogeneity. On the one hand, there
is asymmetry in upstream and downstream bandwidth of
many peers. On average a peer tends to have downstream
bandwidth higher than upstream bandwidth; this is due to
large fraction of peers depending on asymmetric links, such
as ADSL lines, cable modems or regular modems using
V90 protocol. On the other hand, measures performed on
Gnutella network have revealed 8% of users connected by
means of modem (64 Kbps or less), 60% using broadband
connections (DSL, cable, T1, T3), 30% having very high
bandwidth (at least 3 Mbps) connections (data relates to
downstream bandwidth).

On basis of such results we propose to characterize im-
pact of heterogeneity of peer bandwidth on P2P file shar-
ing systems; it is to be specified that we ignore the ef-
fect of the possible asymmetry in upstream and downstream
bandwidth of a single peer and we assume every peer hav-
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ing symmetric connection link. In particular we analyze ef-
fects of bandwidth heterogeneity on file transfer dynamics
and content diffusion process by developing a simple fluid
model. In doing this, we make three assumptions: i) we con-
sider a file sharing P2P architecture, which allows peers to
download chunks of the same content from different ori-
gins, ii) there are only two possible bandwidth values in the
networks, iii) we focus on the diffusion of a single file. Pre-
liminary results so achieved seems to demonstrate that, de-
pending on metrics used to compare bandwidth heteroge-
neous systems with bandwidth homogeneous systems, file
diffusion dynamics can take naturally advantage of capac-
ity heterogeneity.

1.1. Related work

Bandwidth heterogeneity issue has already been ex-
plored from different points of view. For example new
solutions enabling to accommodate natural capacity het-
erogeneity existent in P2P file sharing systems are pro-
posed in [11, 12] in order to gain better scaling properties.
Differently from [12, 11], we base on existent P2P sys-
tems and we propose no new and smart solution improving
performance; our intention is instead to point out band-
width heterogeneity impact on P2P file sharing networks
and to show if and under which conditions bandwidth het-
erogeneity can intrinsically improve P2P file sharing per-
formance.

To our knowledge, capacity heterogeneity issue has been
considered from a mathematical point of view only in [14].
From some results of branching process theory, the authors
incidentally show that if file transfer times are random vari-
ables, the greater the variance of the transfer time, the faster
the file diffusion process in P2P network. More precisely,
if we consider two different transfer time distributions, i.e.,
T (1) and T (2) such that E[T (1)] = E[T (2)] and there is
an increasing convex ordering (I.C.X.) on T (1) and T (2),
i.e., T (1) ≤icx T (2), then diffusion process is faster with
T (2). Note that T (1) ≤icx T (2) and E[T (1)] = E[T (2)]
imply V ar[T (1)] ≤ V ar[T (2)]. Our study differs from
such approach for two reasons: firstly we consider homoge-
neous and heterogeneous networks under different equiva-
lence criteria (not only for a given mean transfer time); sec-
ondly in branching process model proposed in [14] transfer
times are assumed to be independent identically distributed
random variables, disregarding correlation due to the access
link bandwidths.

In order to study the effect of bandwidth heterogene-
ity on P2P file sharing systems we have developed a sim-
ple fluid model. This model is an extension of the model
presented in [15], that is in its turn partially motivated by
the Markovian model proposed in [14]. The new model
takes into account two different classes of peers, associated

to two different values of service capacity. Such extension
has brought about an increase of model differential equa-
tion number (from two to four) and has made some equa-
tions non linear. Besides presence of two different classes
of peers has required to explicit download and upload poli-
cies of peers. The model in [15] has been considered to ob-
tain performance indexes for the homogeneous scenario, to
be compared with those ones of the heterogeneous scenario.

The paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 describes
the simple fluid model we propose, while the effect of het-
erogeneity is discussed in section 3 via both analytical and
numerical analysis. Finally, conclusive remarks and further
research issues are given in section 4.

2. Fluid Model Description

In this section, we propose a fluid model able to cap-
ture the effect of heterogeneous access link rates in Bit-
Torrent-like P2P file sharing systems. To keep the model
simple, just two different link rates are considered. More-
over, we assume symmetric link capacity, i.e. the link rate
to be the same in both upstream and downstream directions.
The model foundation is based on the fluid approach pre-
sented in [15] and briefly described in the following sub-
section. Basic assumption in [15] is that all peers are con-
nected by means of access links of equal capacity; in reason
of this, we denote this model as single capacity model.

2.1. Single Capacity Model

The idea is to model temporal evolution of the number of
users that are downloading or have completed to download
a given file. Following BitTorrent jargon [3], these users
will be referred to as either downloaders or seeds, respec-
tively. Number of seeds and downloaders in the system at
time t are x(t) and y(t). Each peer comes into the system
only once, tries to download the only present file (or the
file we are focusing on) and leaves the system either since
too much time has been elapsed from the connection begin-
ning and it is not willing to wait anymore, or since down-
load is completed. In particular, peer arrivals are modelled
in according to a Poisson process with rate λ. Moreover θ
represents the rate at which downloaders abort their down-
load and µ is the normalized bandwidth, i.e. measured in
files/seconds, of the peers (identical full duplex links with
equal bandwidth in both the directions). If a peer succeeds
in completing download before disconnection, that is if a
peer succeeds in becoming seed, it leaves system after a cer-
tain time amount exponentially distributed with mean 1/γ.
The rate at which downloaders become seeds is r; we are
going to specify r in what follows.

Hence evolution of the number of peers is given by

x′(t) = λ − θx(t) − r (1)
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y′(t) = r − γy(t)

In a BitTorrent-like P2P network, a downloader can up-
load data to other peers even though it may only have parts
of a file (chunks). The parameter η is used to indicate the ef-
fectiveness of this file sharing. The number of peers that can
contribute to file upload is equal to ỹ = y + ηx. By setting
η = 0, we assume that a randomly chosen chunk will be
never found on a downloader. Conversely, by setting η = 1
we assume that the contribution to the file sharing given by
a downloader is equal to the contribution given by a seed. It
has been shown in [15] that, with realistic file sizes and Bit-
Torrent typical chunk size of 256 KB, chunk number per
file is of the order of several hundreds and it assures η to be
very close to 1.

As regards parameter r, the biggest advantage of this ap-
proach is the possibility of referring to aggregate download-
ing rate: r represents, in fact, aggregate rate at which down-
loaders become seeds. In particular if there is no constraint
due to uploading bandwidth (case A), total download rate
of the system can be expressed as r = µx(t). Conversely
when there is constraint due to uploading bandwidth (case
B), total download rate will be r = µỹ = µ(y+ηx). In gen-
eral we can write r = min(µx(t), µ(ηx(t) + y(t))).

We find useful to refer to the maximum uploading band-
width u = µỹ and the maximum downloading bandwidth
d = µx. Note that u and d are time dependent. Cases A and
B are characterized respectively by d < u and d > u.

2.2. Steady State Analysis

In order to study the system in steady state solutions we
can let the derivatives be equal to zero:

• case A, when d < u

x̄ =
λ

(1 + α)µ
ȳ =

λ

(1 + α)γ
(2)

• case B, when d > u

x̄ =
λ(γ − µ)

µ(αγ + γη − αµ)
(3)

ȳ =
λη

αγ + γη − αµ

In the previous relations we have assumed θ = αµ with
0 < α < 1: θ is in fact reasonable to be lower than µ, oth-
erwise on average downloaders would abandon their down-
load attempts before completion.

Relation between two described cases can be advanta-
geously shown in the plane (η,γ), as in figure 1. From sim-
ple calculations it follows that d < u, if only if γ < µ

(1−η) .
Hence the curve γ = µ

(1−η) is the boundary between the
two cases.
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Figure 1. Transitions among cases A and B
for the Single Capacity Scenario

2.3. Two Capacities Model

In this situation an user will connect to the system
through an access link which may assume two possible ca-
pacity values. Hereafter, we will refer to these two link ca-
pacities as low-rate (l) and high-rate (h). Equations (1) can
be easily extended as

x′
l(t) = λl − θlxl(t) − rl (4)

x′
h(t) = λh − θhxh(t) − rh

y′
l(t) = rl − γlyl(t)

y′
h(t) = rh − γhyh(t)

where all the variables have the same meaning as in (1), but
they refer to the class of users with low-rate access links or
high-rate access links.

In order to evaluate rl and rh, some considerations are
required. We assume that P2P architecture is able to sup-
port parallel download of chunks of the same content from
different peers, as BitTorrent does. We are going to discuss
this assumption at the end of the section.

Figure 2 shows the network abstraction. Downloaders
(xh,xl) are on the left, while uploaders (ỹh,ỹl) are on the
right. Rate constraints are due to access links, not to the
core network (the same assumption holds for the previous
model).

We need to characterize how potential uploading re-
sources are shared between slow and fast users. There is not
such need for the single capacity model, because the users
are indistinguishable and, whatever the resources assign-
ment criteria are, aggregate download rate does not change
if we assume that no resource is wasted. Resource waste can
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Figure 3. Transitions among cases 1, 2 and 3
for the Two Capacities Scenario

occur if peer knowledge of the resources available in the
network is not complete due, for example, to some propa-
gation delay of information or to limitations on signalling.

We implicitly derive no resource waste and reasonable
resource sharing criteria for the two capacities scenario by
the following assumptions:

• each peer establishes connections with all the ỹl + ỹh

uploaders;

• bandwidth of each connection is determined according
to the max-min fair criteria.

Assumption on the number of connections simplifies
the calculations. We are however interested into aggregate
download rates for both the classes of users and these rates
should not differ from those ones evaluated here, if the num-
ber of admissible parallel downloads is high enough to as-
sure that no potential resources are wasted.

The particular symmetry of network in figure 2 and of
its flows distribution leads to the following considerations:
i) the links are divided in four groups (xh links with ca-
pacity µh, ỹh links with capacity µh, xl links with capac-
ity µl and ỹl links with capacity µl) and rate across each
link of a group is the same, in particular the links of the
same group are all saturated or all unsaturated, ii) at least
the two groups of downloaders or the two groups of upload-
ers have to be saturated, iii) if three groups are saturated,
then both the groups corresponding to slow peers are satu-
rated.

As consequence, because our interest is to evaluate ag-
gregate rates rl and rh at which downloaders become seeds,
only three cases are relevant: case 1, both the groups of
downloaders are saturated; case 2, the group of slow down-
loaders is saturated, while the group of fast downloaders
is not saturated; case 3, no dowloaders group is saturated.
Note that, while in the first case the ỹl + ỹh uploaders are
not fully saturated, in the second and in the third case all the
ỹl + ỹh uploaders are saturated.

By generalization of the above notation, the maximum
uploading bandwidth of the system is u = µlỹl + µhỹh and
the maximum downloading bandwidth is d = µlxl +µhxh.

It is possible at this point to evaluate rates rl and rh by
considering the three cases previously described.

• case 1 when u ≥ d
Total downloading capacity is constraining bottleneck
and total uploading capacity is sufficient to saturate
both low rate links and high rate links. As consequence
of this,

rl = µlxl(t) rh = µhxh(t)

• case 2 when µl(xl + xh) < u < d
Total uploading capacity is constraining bottleneck,
but it is sufficient to saturate at least low rate links.
In this case

rl = µlxl(t) rh = u − µlxl(t)

• case 3 when u ≤ µl(xl + xh)
Total uploading capacity is constraining bottleneck
and it is sufficient to saturate neither low rate links nor
high rate links. In this case

rl = u
xl(t)+xh(t) · xl(t)

rh = u
xl(t)+xh(t) · xh(t)
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As a final remark, note that parallel download capabil-
ity does not necessarily correspond to capability to upload
chunks of an uncomplete content. A system able to man-
age chunks will in general permit both the actions, but from
the modelling point of view there are some differences. In
particular in our model uploading of chunks of an uncom-
plete content can be disabled by simply considering η = 0
in equation system, while effect of parallel downloading is
intrinsically considered in the expression of rl and rh.

2.4. Steady State Analysis

In order to simplify equation mathematical solution, it
has been performed under the following assumptions:

• low-rate and high-rate links are uniformly dis-
tributed among peer population which downloaders
come from; so it is possible to assume λl = λh = λ̂;

• as in the single capacity model, θl (θh) is reasonable to
be lower than µl (µh); therefore we assume θl = αµl

(θh = αµh) with 0 < α < 1;

• peer service capacity should not affect seed departure
rate; this involves γl = γh = γ.

Results of steady state study are reported by distinguish-
ing among the three cases before singled out.

1. u ≥ d
Relate solutions are

x̄l =
λ̂

(1 + α)µl
, ȳl =

λ̂

(1 + α)γ
(5)

x̄h =
λ̂

(1 + α)µh
, ȳh =

λ̂

(1 + α)γ

2. µl(xl + xh) < u < d
Corresponding solutions are

x̄l =
λ̂

(1 + α)µl
(6)

x̄h = λ̂
(1 + α)µh + µl + (η − 2 − α)γ

(1 + α)µh[α(µh − γ) − γη]

ȳl =
λ̂

(1 + α)γ

ȳh = λ̂
γ(α − η − 2αη) − αµl

(1 + α)γ[α(µh − γ) − γη]

3. u ≤ µl(xl + xh)
This is the most complicated case from resolution
point of view due to equation non-linearity. In what
follows we show only numerical results for such case.

While in the previous case representation in the plane
(η,γ) could appear trivial, here it can be usefully employed
to understand the phenomenon, and to overcome analytical

difficulties to manage and to solve system equations, in par-
ticular for case 3, where no closed formula has been found.
Boundaries between the three regions -each corresponding
to one of the above cases- can be easily found as follows.

• For boundary between region 1 and region 2 we can
impose d = u and we obtain the following analytical
formula for the curve:

γ =
µl + µh

2(1 − η)

similar to that one found for the single capacity model.

• For boundary between region 2 and region 3 we can
impose u = µl(xl + xh), and we obtain the following
analytical formula:

γ =
µl(µh + 2αµh + µl)

2µl + α(µh + µl) − η(µh + 2αµh + µl)

for η > η′ = α(µh−µl)
µh+2αµh+µl

.

Figure 3 shows the above results for η′ < η < 1. The range
0 < η < η′ has not been explored, due to unavailability
of closed formula solutions foe case 3, and we suspect that
in this range region 1 borders on region 3. Anyway it can
be neglected because η′ is significantly less than 1 and in
[15] η has been proven to be almost equal to 1. For exam-
ple numbers in figure 3 have been obtained with the parame-
ters specified in section 3.4. It appears that η′ ≈ 0.052 � 1.

The figure shows some qualitative differences in compar-
ison to the single capacity scenario. First of all it is possible
to note the presence of region 2 between regions 1 and 3 that
correspond to regions A and B in figure 1. Secondly, refer-
ring to asymptote of boundary curve between region 2 and
region 3 as η = η′′, it appears that for η′ < η < η′′ increas-
ing γ leads the system from case 1 to case 3 going through
case 2. On the contrary for η′′ < η < 1 case 3 is unreach-
able.

3. Performance evaluation

In this section we present some preliminary results about
the impact of heterogeneous link capacities on the perfor-
mance of a file sharing architecture. The outline of this sec-
tion is the following. Firstly we investigate the key issue of
equivalence between homogeneous and heterogeneous sce-
narios: when is the comparison meaningful? Secondly we
present and justify the performance index we adopted in
accordance to [15]. Then we analytically compare the per-
formance of heterogeneous and homogeneous networks in
a specific situation (case 1 for heterogeneous network and
case A for homogenous one), showing that results depend
on equivalence criteria chosen; finally we show by numeri-
cal evaluation that the same results hold also in other situa-
tions.
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3.1. Equivalence Criteria

In order to compare single capacity model with two ca-
pacities model, we need to accurately choose corresponding
parameters. Some choices appear quite reasonable. For ex-
ample, we should compare:

• under the same arrival rate, i.e. λ = λl + λh = 2λ̂;

• under the same or correspondent departure rate, i.e.,
γ = γl = γh, and equal α values.

Much more questionable is how µ, µh and µl should be re-
lated. In what follows we consider two different equivalence
criteria, we will refer to in next sections.

Perhaps the most simple idea is to compare the two sce-
narios, under the same mean capacity value: λµ = λlµl +
λhµh, i.e. under our assumptions µ = (µl + µh)/2. We de-
note such equivalence with subscript m.

Another idea is to compare the scenarios, given the same
average transfer time per unity of content, for example per
chunk. The idea is that network offers transfer of a file (or
a chunk) between two users (hence according to a client-
server paradigm) as a basic service. According to this point
of view, we consider two networks that offers identical av-
erage basic services, i.e. identical average transfer time, and
we evaluate increase in transfer speed due to the P2P archi-
tecture. If we consider network in figure 2, where only ac-
cess links can limit connection bandwidth, then if a pair of
users is randomly selected, connection bandwidth will be
equal to µh with probability p = ( λh

λh+λl
)2 and equal to µl

with probability 1 − p. Under assumption λl = λh it re-
sults p = 1/4. So equivalence requires 1/µ = 1/(4µh) +
3/(4µl). We denote such equivalence with subscript t. By
the way the result in [14] about diffusion speed in branch-
ing assumed the same average value for the single transfer
time.

It is evident that these different equivalence criteria lead
to radically different parameters for the comparison. For ex-
ample, given µl and µh, being µm and µt the capacity val-
ues for the homogeneous scenario according respectively to
the first and the second criterion, it holds µt < µm.

3.2. Performance Index

As a performance index of P2P network good operation
we consider the average number of downloaders in the net-
work: the lower this number the better the network status.
Intuitively, rate at which downloaders complete transfer and
become seeds is equal -in steady state regime- to difference
between arrival rate at the system (λ) and departure rate of
unsatisfied downloaders (θx); hence the lower x the higher
the number of users who complete file transfer in a certain
time interval. From the dual user point of view, in [15] au-
thors by the Little’s law evaluate the average downloading

time for a peer in steady state as T = x
λ . Again as num-

ber of users decreases, performance in terms of download-
ing time improves. As regards the two capacities scenario,
it can be proven similarly that average downloading time is
equal to Tl = xl

λ and Th = xh

λ respectively for low-rate
users and high-rate ones. Average downloading time could
be evaluated as

T =
λl

λl + λh

λl − θxl

λl
Tl +

λh

λl + λh

λh − θxh

λh
Th

where λl

λl+λh
( λh

λl+λh
) is the probability that a new peer

is a low-rate (high-rate) peer and λl−θxl

λl
(λh−θxh

λh
) is the

probability that such low-rate (high-rate) user completes
download. Under our assumption, in case 1 it holds T ∝
(xl + xh). This relation is not in general true, anyway we
have considered xl + xh as the performance index in the
two capacities scenario.

3.3. Analytical Results

Here we limit to case 1 for the two capacities model and
case A for the single capacity one. Let µ and x be respec-
tively bandwidth -according to the criterion chosen- and
average number of downloaders of homogeneous system,
and µl, µh, xl, xh the analogous quantities for heteroge-
neous network; it can be easily shown by the formula for
the steady state that

x < xl + xh

i.e. P2P paradigm is more effective in a homogeneous sce-
nario, if and only if the equivalent bandwidth is

µ >
2µlµh

µl + µh

With reference to the two equivalence criteria we have con-
sidered in section 3.1, it holds that

µm >
2µlµh

µl + µh

while on the contrary

µt <
2µlµh

µl + µh

We can read such results from two different points of
view. The result on µm says that if we are dimensioning a
network in order to achieve optimal performance for P2P
transfer and we assume that we can distribute among links
a fixed amount of bandwidth (or equivalently we have a cer-
tain amount of money and link prices increase linearly with
the link bandwidth), then the best we can do is to choose
all the links equal. The result on µt says that if we are con-
sidering two existing networks, where contents are spread
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Figure 4. Average number of downloaders in
heterogeneous scenario for η = 0.2

according to a server/client paradigm, and the average com-
pletion time in the two networks is the same, network with
the higher variability of link bandwidths will obtain the
greater improvement from the adoption of a P2P file shar-
ing paradigm.

Clearly results we have shown in this section are quite
limited, because they refer to a two capacities scenario and
a particular way to operate, essentially when constraint is
the downloading bandwidth. As regards such constraint, it
is what it happens usually when efficiency of data trans-
fer from other downloaders is high (η ≈ 1), as it appears
from calculation in [15].

3.4. Numerical Results

In order to investigate effect of heterogeneity in different
conditions, we compared, for typical values of the param-
eters, the performance of P2P networks in terms of chosen
performance index. We consider the two equivalence crite-
ria specified above.

As regards parameters values, we considered realistic
values. Results shown have been obtained for µh = 5.2 ∗
10−5s−1, µl = 1.3∗10−5s−1, α = 0.1 and λ = 1/600s−1.

Figure 4 shows xl, xh and xl + xh versus γ in steady
state for η = 0.2. For the particular values considered it
holds η′ ≈ 0.052 and η′′ ≈ 0.431, hence η belongs to range
where as γ increases system goes from region 1 to region
3 across region 2. The boundaries crossing is evidenced by
the two vertical dotted lines, but it is also revealed by the
change of curves trends. In particular during the first transi-
tion (from region 1 to region 2) high-rate links of download-
ers are no more saturated, hence xh starts increasing (be-
cause downloading time increases, see [15]), while xl does
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Figure 5. Comparison between heteroge-
neous and homogeneous networks for η =
0.2
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Figure 6. Average number of downloaders in
heterogeneous scenario for η = 0.5

not change. When γ exceeds a certain threshold, the upload-
ers are no more able to saturate low-rate downloaders and
also xl starts increasing.

Figure 5 compares average number of downloaders of
the heterogenous network (xl + xh) and of two homoge-
neous networks (xm and xt when the bandwidth are re-
spectively µm and µt). Results confirm those analytically
obtained in section 3.3: if bandwidth is equal to µm, then
there is an improvement, while the opposite is true when µt

is considered.
Figure 6 is analogous to figure 4 but here η = 0.5 is con-

sidered, hence η > η′′ and system goes from region 1 to re-
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Figure 7. Comparison between heteroge-
neous and homogeneous networks for η =
0.5

gion 2, but it cannot reach region 3. In fact the curve shows
only one change in its behavior and xl is constant for all the
values of γ, because low-rate links are always saturated.

Like figure 5, figure 7 compares average number of
downloaders of the heterogenous network (xl + xh) and
of two homogeneous networks (xm and xt when the band-
width are respectively µm and µt), but it refers to η = 0.5.
It confirms results previously described.

4. Conclusions and further research issues

This paper investigates the effect of different access link
capacities on the performance of a Peer-to-Peer file shar-
ing system. A simple fluid model with access links belong-
ing to two different capacity classes has been developed.
Preliminary results show that bandwidth heterogeneity can
have a positive effect on content propagation among peers,
and in general it depends on the equivalence criteria cho-
sen. Future research will investigate more deeply these as-
pects, and the effect of other forms of heterogeneity, like file
sizes and users behaviors.
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